
Learning Objectives
• Describe methods to reduce intensive care unit length of 

stay.
• Discuss the implementation of artificial intelligence 

within interdisciplinary rounds.

Speaker Contact Information
gloverj@usf.edu; kdombrowski@usf.edu; cchiodo@tgh.org

No one in a position to control the content of this educational activity has relevant financial 
relationships with ineligible companies.

Project Overview
As part of an integrated Neuro ICU performance improvement project, 
our LOS reduction workgroup identified the admission-discharge and 
transfer (ADT) process as key metrics with opportunity. Our group 
identified clinical factors consistent with downgrade readiness as well 
as barriers preventing transition to the next phase of care.

Intervention Detail
Creation of an AI driven model was identified as a mechanism to drive 
earlier downgrade and reduce LOS in the Neuro ICU. The integration 
of technology into established rounding methods to tackle important 
flow metrics is an essential part of any quality improvement initiative. 
We identified over 40 clinical elements from the electronic medical 
record that are programmed and monitored in real-time with a desired 
accuracy of over 95%. If no criteria are present, and no bed is 
requested or assigned, the Tile will recommend ready for transfer. If 
three or greater criteria are present, the Tile recommends that the 
patient is not eligible for transfer.

Outcomes and Impact
The Downgrade Tile was implemented in January 2022 and is used not 
only during MDR’s but is displayed on monitors positioned throughout 
the Neuro ICU.  6 months post implementation period of the Tile and 
MDRs, the Neuro ICU has seen a 7%- or roughly 8-hour reduction in 
the ICU length of stay (4.13 to 3.88 days) with a 3+ hour earlier 
placement of a transfer order. These results have happened despite 
ICU hold time continuing to increase. This work is uniquely innovative 
as it shows that artificial intelligence can be easily integrated into 
traditional interdisciplinary rounds to provide synergistic effects.
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Outcomes and Impact
The Downgrade Tile was implemented in January 2022 and is used 
not only during MDR’s but is displayed on monitors positioned 
throughout the Neuro ICU.  6 months post implementation period of 
the Tile and MDRs, the Neuro ICU has seen a 7%- or roughly 8-hour 
reduction in the ICU length of stay (4.13 to 3.88 days) with a 3+ hour 
earlier placement of a transfer order. These results have happened 
despite ICU hold time continuing to increase. This work is uniquely 
innovative as it shows that artificial intelligence can be easily 
integrated into traditional interdisciplinary rounds to provide synergistic 
effects.
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